Info—and do’s and don’t’s

1. There are no changing rooms at marching band contests. You must be able to change
in and out of uniform on the bus. No stripping down to underwear. Violations will result
in the most serious form of Insubordination Discipline in the Knight’s code. No 1st warning.
2. “Show hair” as defined by directors is required. No exceptions. No discussion. Failure
= no perform. This week that means “in the hat—not touching collar, etc”
3. Band members must have full length BLACK socks. No exceptions, No discussion. Failure = no perform.

4. Band Shoes must have your name on the inside with a permanent marker. “borrowing”
shoes from other members because you forgot yours = stealing in the Knights Code.
Welcome to ISS.
5. Everyone rides the bus home from this event,.
6. When we arrive back at school…..NO ONE may go to their car. Set you personal items
on the sidewalk and help unload and clean. Then wait for Med to give the OK to leave.
7. Learn how to hang pants on a hanger or be prepared to be sent to the end of the line to
try again.
8. Bus Chaperones and Bus Drivers have the same authority as any Director. If they ask
you to do something….do it. When they are speaking the entire bus is quiet.
9. There is no bus security while we are gone to warm up, performing, etc. Do not tempt
thieves. Hide your money. Do not leave phones and valuables out in the open. Do not
ask a chaperone or staff member to hold your valuables.
10.No drumming on the bus seats or drum pads. No boom boxes/speakers on the bus.
Headphones only.
11. The uniform moms have been told to NOT pass out extra shoes, gloves or socks . Get
organized. Be responsible.
12.We know that not all uniforms fit correctly yet. We will continue to evaluate and adjust.

13.Read the band handbook regarding jewelry, hair length, facial hair, hair color, piercings, etc.
14.

No gauntlets this weekend.

YES TO GLOVES!!!!!!

